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Educators that begin to implement gameful principles into their classrooms, as a means of increasing student motivation and engagement, face two potential problems: administrative burden and poor implementation. Queso is a new learning management system (LMS) that seeks to avoid these two pitfalls by incorporating gameful principles into a simple interface for class creation and management. This presents an opportunity for instructors not well versed in game design to easily adopt new pedagogical methods as a means of introspection to existing curriculum, which allows new teaching models to emerge. Queso has been used in various educational settings for courses on math, programming, visual design and game design. 
The software is built as a three-tier system composed of quests, skills and grades that mimic traditional role-playing game (RPG) leveling systems. Quests incorporate the various skills for the class, with the instructor choosing point thresholds for grades. This approach encourages students to be well-rounded rather than only excel at one particular skill. It also frames the course as a heroic effort of amassing enough points to achieve an A rather than not losing enough points to receive a failing grade. 
 
All quests are tracked within the software, which provides basic gradebook functionality for instructors and assignment tracking for students. Students can check grades and teacher feedback for individual quests at any time by visiting the Queso online system, which also includes a progress bar that shows their skill development over time and in turn increases their motivation.2 An instructor can create a superabundant amount of quests, which provides students multiple paths for achieving a top grade. Unattempted quests are presented to the student providing them with an opportunity to choose what interests them at that moment and provides the benefits of self-paced learning.3  

Much like video games, gameful classrooms support the freedom of failure. In Queso, a quest does not become unavailable once a student submits an attempt. By creating a psychosocial moratorium on quests, students don’t have to fear receiving a bad grade.4 A student can attempt a quest as many times as they want during the course period in order to earn more points. Borrowing from the idea of boss battles in games, quests can also be set to only allow students of a certain skill level to attempt them: the student practices with small quests and is rewarded with a big skill boost when completing a master quest.

Queso has been used in various educational settings for courses on math, programming, visual design and game design. Once a course is created, it can be updated or repurposed for future classes. An instructor can iterate upon a course to slowly perfect the classroom experience. With further research, we hope to expand the types of courses taught and examine the metrics behind those courses to find ideal scenarios for gameful classrooms.
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